
FEBRUARY 2023 WORKSHOP PROJECTS—pg 1 

Saturday 11th February 2023  -  10am to 3pm 
Mt Waverley Community Centre, Miller Cres., Mt Waverley 

Enquiries—please call Andrea on 0417 019 819 

A NEW YEAR BEGINS…...but PLEASE STILL adhere to the following :  

 If you are feeling unwell, please DO NOT come to the Workshop 

 Mask wearing is not mandated but is recommended indoors 

 Please continue to use the hand sanitizer as needed 

 Should anything change we will send an email, so please keep an eye out 

Spray Cans—set of 4 for $5.00  

Make a set of 4 spray can replicas with Jan.  

With the 3D printed cans and a variety of 

labels to choose from, your spray cans will 

look, almost, too real!! 

TOOLS: 

general tool box 

silver permanent market 

assortment of different coloured permanent markers 

Domed Paperweights with UV Resin—$2.50 for 3 
Karen B. will show you how great UV resin can be in some miniature endeavours! 

UV resin will ONLY be supplied at the Workshop— 
there is NO UV resin, in the kit, to do this at home! 

You will need to attend the Workshop to do this project or you can purchase a mold (see 
below for pre-ordering a mold) plus you will need crystal clear, hard-set UV resin & a UV 
light/torch to make these domed paperweights at home. 

Choose from a strip of printies with 3 different themes: Galaxy designs; Mandala designs; 
and Millefiori designs  OR  choose from an assortment of:  tiny seashells; dried teeny-tiny 
flowers &/or polymer clay slices (picture shows designs of: Galaxy, Mandala & Millefiori) 

OR you can bring your own photos or pictures that are no more than 6mm in diameter 

 Plus, small items that are no more than 6mm long/wide by 2mm high, can be 
embedded into the resin, such as:  tiny charms or beads 

To pre-order your own silicone mold (makes 3) for an extra $2.50, please contact Karen 
on:  khazbarr@gmail.com  by the 5th February 2023  (or if you have any questions) 

TOOLS: 
general tool box FACE MASK—UV resin is “fumey” surgical gloves (optional) 
pointed tweezers sharp small paper scissors 



FEBRUARY 2023 WORKSHOP PROJECTS—pg 2 
Saturday 11th February 2023  -  10am to 3pm 

 

PLEASE WEAR YOUR MEMBERSHIP BADGE or APRON WITH YOUR NAME 

TEA/COFFEE SUPPLIED—BYO  cup/mug BYO LUNCH 

TRADING TABLES WELCOME 

Sleigh Book Display—$8.00 

Join Andrea and build a small laser cut sleigh, paint and decorate it 

before filling it with books you will make from a selection of book 

covers. 

TOOLS:   

general tool box craft knife with sharp blades 

glue stick acrylic paint for sleigh thick tacky glue 

Christmas Sign and Decoration Display—$8.00 

Andrea will show you how to build a box with an interesting backing to hold an 

array of wooden signs and star-shaped hanging decorations. 

TOOLS:   

general toolbox craft knife with sharp blade sandpaper 

black and gold paint stain (pen) brown texta 

glue stick tacky glue PVA  

Bookings appreciated for both of these projects—please contact 

Andrea on:  0417 019 819  or email her at:  iacurrie62@gmail.com  

Fishbowl—$8.00 

Create a fabulous fishbowl with Janine. 

Learn how to make a fish then complete the fishbowl to 

place it into! 

Everything is supplied in the kit to complete this project—

no special tools are needed. 

TOOLS: 

general tool box 


